PRODUCT ROUNDUP
CASE LOGIC

Cross-Body
Reflexion

TAMRAC

The Aria

New from Case Logic is the
Reflexion DSLR + iPad Small Cross
Body Bag. A removable padded
camera pod with a drawstring closure holds a DSLR and an additional
lens or flash; simply remove the pod
to turn the Cross-Body Bag into a messenger bag. But even with the
insert, there’s plenty of room for an iPad and accessories in well-designed pockets. This top-opening bag offers lots of room to grab and
store your camera without scraping the back of your hand on a zipper. Mesh side pockets are perfect for water bottles and other on-theroad necessities. Prettiest in pomegranate (above), the Reflexion also
comes in anthrocite or morel for those who prefer neutral colors.

When you’re traveling
light, consider Tamrac’s
Aria 1. At 7 x 2.5 x 6
inches (exterior) and
weighing 7 ounces,
it’s compact and featherweight compared
to most camera bags, but it’s still roomy enough to fit a mirrorless
camera with a lens attached, along with an additional lens, flash and
accessories. It’s available in other sizes as well, if you’d rather carry a
DSLR, but we like the idea of walking around unencumbered. Constructed from smooth, water-resistant nylon fabric in berry, moss
green, black or brown, the Aria is durable, too, proving that it’s more
than just a pretty bag.

price: $70
+ www.caselogic.com

prices: from $40
+ www.tamrac.com

ONA

Union Street Messenger
Exceedingly handsome in walnut leather, ONA’s
Union Street (which is also available in waxed
canvas) is handcrafted from naturally-milled Italian leather and is as functional as it is welldesigned and constructed. With exterior dimensions of 16 x 11 x 5.5 inches and an interior size
of 15.5 x 10 x 5.5, the Union Street can accommodate enough gear to easily get through a

basic shoot. There’s room for a DSLR (with lens
attached), as well as three to four additional lenses and a 15-inch laptop. Use the zippered front
organizer pocket for additional accessories and
personal items.
prices: $489 (leather); $299 (waxed canvas)
+ www.onabags.com
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